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FOLLOW USA FOLLOW USA Want a new and unique combat game? Download Blood Bastards MOD APK and take part in intense medieval battles. Table contentNameBloody BastardsPackagecom.tibith.badboxingPublisherTibithCategoryFightingVersion1.6.7.8 (Last)Size7MMOD FeaturesUnlimited MoneyRequiresAndroid 5.0Bloody Bastards is a product
of publisher Tibith, a name that is quite strange to everyone. At the same time, it is also their only product sold in Google Play. Unlike the usual combat games, this game chooses a medieval environment where the bastards fought with their brother. You have to control the character and defeat the other brothers to get the right to inherit the family's property.
Bloody Bastards is a free game, if you want a lot of money to buy hardware, you can download the MOD version from APKMODY. The game is only about 8MB in size, it doesn't consume too much of your memory. GameplayBloody Bastards is a combat game, so you will participate in dramatic and fierce 1v1 battles. There are no judges, no rules, no doctors
in these fights. The battle ends only when one of the two warriors is defeated (the health bar is 0). Currently, the game has only one mode (fight on the storyline). You fight one after another warriors game to unlock the next opponent. Your maximum score is 3 stars, but you only need at least one star to unlock new opponents. The lack of diversity in the
modes is minus the Bloody Bastards. I think if this game needs more PvP mode so I can play with friends. It can be even more fun to combine with dungeons or some arenas that allow you to fight monsters. Currently, you can only fight with other AI-controlled warriors. The level of difficulty increases at the level, but it is easy to make players feel bored and
unattractive as they play in the first few levels. ControlWhen compared to other combat games on mobile platforms, Bloody Bastards has completely different controls. No more display keys, you need to fully feel and touch the positions on the screen. Double-click on the left or right of the screen to move. Touch and turn the right to use the sword, touch the
left to use the shield. Theoretically, the controls are fairly simple (although it takes some time to get used to it). However, you will find it difficult to participate in 1v1 fights with real opponents. In practice, the game gives you a textbook feature. It is free to practice and attack a wooden dummy. ShopIf you wonder what money makes in Bloody Bastards, it will
help you buy equipment for your character. You can buy a lot of things like guns, shields, armor, pants, And hats. Not only does it make your character cool, but it also gives you some offensive and defensive stats. With good weapons and armor, you can be able to defeat opponents of the game. GraphicsGraphic are another one Point Bloody Bastards. With
2D graphic design, the action-scene games are portrayed as very impressive and humorous. Characters in a battle game like dolls. It's pretty funny and surreal. In addition, you can feel that the controls and physics of the game are also very smooth. Because of the violence in the gameplay and visuals, this game requires that you are 16 years old and older.
Every time a player wins, his head will be chopped off by the opponent. These are images that are not suitable for children. The hilarious and unrealistic image makes the game a little less brutal, but not too much. MOD APK version of Bloody Basterds Unlimited Money: The price of the equipment games is not cheap. After each match, you get about $200.
You can x2 bonuses, but it's not much. The easiest way to get hardware is by buying money to use the MOD version provided by APKMODY. You can shop freely with money. However, you still need to reach the required level to buy weapons. Download Bloody Bastards MOD APK for Android While many factors still need improvement, it's undeniable that
Bloody Bastards is a game worth wasting your time on. Funny, funny and somewhat grotesque gameplay has helped this game attract a lot of players. If you are interested in this game and its version of MOD, please download it on the link below. Exclusive you go home from work when you receive an urgent call from your beloved niece, begging you to pick
her up from her boarding school. Teachers are missing, her classmates become violent, and shadow creatures haunt every corner. Search at school, but remember this one simple rule: Never look in the mirror after sunset. Bloody Mary is always watching. Gaming System Requirements: OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8 Processor:
2.5 GHz RAM: 1280 MB DirectX: 9.0 Hard Drive: 818 MB Big Fish Games App System Requirements: Browser: Internet Explorer 7 or later Customer Reviews Grim Tales: Bloody Mary rated 4.1 out of 63. Score 5 of 5 Taintedfury from Grim Tales: Bloody Mary Is another big game in this series. ... loved it. Great storyline, music, graphics and puzzles. Highly
recommended for SE beautifully done. Thanks Big Fish:) Published: 2019-03-27 Grade 5 of 5 By Leopard113 from Twisted Tales in Boarding School Installation Phone Ringing in the Middle of the Night, You Hear Aunt, Please Save Me, Their All Evil! On the other end of the phone. You arrive at a horror boarding school, doll without a head, evil spirits,
frightened by dark and disturbing graffiti, have turned this once beautiful mansion into what would call their worst nightmare! Beautiful but scary scenery, with crystal clear graphics makes the game perfect. Being one of the first HOG I played, I really enjoyed it. I though that storyline was Having a collector's edition, the bonus story explains a little more of the
story that is at hand. I believe that this is the game for people, especially those who love horror or those who deal for nothing urban legend. Definitely looking forward to playing many more games from this series in my space of time! Published: 2016-03-20 Grade 5 out of 5 by JulzCat from good for Halloween time and any other time of year! My daughter has
wanted this game for some time because she loves the Bloody Mary storyline and this game certainly didn't disappoint! creepy characters, great graphics, a great school with ghosts... This game has it all! Fyi... Mommy loves it, too! Published: 2015-10-21 Score 5 of 5 By Streva of Good, Fun, Long Game! Very good game! I'd give him a rating of 4.5. It's a
very eerie story that was interesting to follow. The game moves fast, a lot of things to do, and there were a few puzzles that required some thought, but for the most part it was a very easy game. It's a long game, too. Not the best game I've ever played, but it provided many hours of good, eerie fun. I'd recommend it. Published: 2015-05-07 Grade 5 of 5
atrayu1 from Worth Every Penny Great Graphics and Scary Storyline. One of my favorite games. Published: 2015-01-24 Grade 5 of 5 exlibris00 from horror! This game is so creepy! great visuals and an obsessive soundtrack, two maps, and rather complex gameplay. really satisfying. sorry I didn't buy CE! Published date: 2014-11-29 Grade 5 out of 5 by
zeldaqn by DELICIOUSLY CREEPY I stopped playing to write this since I noticed that there is a current sales bundle. I never regretted not getting ce, but I regret it now. This game is great. Truly creepy and didn't bring you around by the nose. It's a long game. I totally recommend it. Published: 2014-11-07 Score 5 out of 5 by rpggramma from a good fun
game Enjoyed this game; it was interesting fun. It wasn't hard; HOs and puzzles were pretty easy. It's a good storyline. It's a good map. Loved morphing mirrors, always good fun! Published: 2014-07-30 Grade 5 of 5 by 70777724 from fun adventure adventure game adventure, Puzzle and All Game Date published: 2014-05-16 Score 5 out of 5 by
mikesilverman from frightening Fun Dark Mood games, haunting sounds, spooky and beautiful graphics and cooling special animated effects make this a great game for people who like horror-based adventures. The game does a great job of creating and atmosphereing, making you want to go further and further into it as well as sending the chill down your
spine. The game has a fully interactive map that allows you to jump from one place to another, as long as you've been in this particular It also shows where there are still tasks that need to be completed, so you can see where you need to go if I don't know what to do next. Hidden object scenes have some random animations to them and are clear, detailed
and easy to search with well-defined objects to find. You should be able to complete most of them within minutes each. Puzzles range from moderate to easy in a difficult position. Multiple rooms/places in the game may require a very thorough search in order to find parts of the scene where you need to act. For example, a children's bedroom upstairs is not
available for full access until you fix the fuse on the wall in this room to restore light to the room. I only happened to have stumbled upon it by accidentally clicking around in the near darkness there. And in the garden from the main room in the house you need to gently move the mouse to find a dirt bandage with a foot print on it. In other words, be sure to
very carefully and very carefully check each scene for action areas. While this game is a lot of fun, I'd appreciate this moderately difficult adventure, I recommend having some previous experience completing the adventures of hidden objects before trying it out. Published: 2014-05-11 Big Fish Guarantee: Test quality and virus free. No advertising, no
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